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Objectives

● List currently required or recommended administrative tasks that will insure optimal usage of the workflow system.

● Explain generic concepts involved in such administrative tasks

● Provide some knowledge of further administrative tools
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Agenda

§ Overview
§ Concept:

– What is a Workflow?
– Workflow and Work items
– Queues and Rosters
– The life of a Workflow: define, launch, process, terminate

§ Administrative tasks:
– How to find and update a Workflow?
– Event Log and pelog (vwlog)
– Tracker items
– Troubleshooting
– Handling work items in conductor queue
– Processing work items left in lock state
– Looking for non-terminating Workflows
– Impact of LDAP changes
– Monitor 'vwtool> loadstatus'

§ Tools :
– vwtool
– Other tools (PA, PCC, ACCE, Process Tracker)

§ How does this apply to Case Manager?
§ Questions
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Overview

§ The workflow is one of the main features of IBM P8 Business Process Manager and Case Manager
§ Inherit and enhance concepts defined in FileNet Visual Workflow
§ If left unattended, some behavior may lead to actual issue impacting the health of your system.
§ Generic workflow related concepts help to define expected behavior, and therefore make it easier to understand and correct 

unexpected behavior (e.g. workflow error routed to Conductor queue)
§ The presentation is mainly based on P8 5.2 version. Most of the details are also applicable to previous versions, even if the 

architecture changed:
– In 5.2, workflow system is included in Content Platform Engine (CPE), running within J2E application server
– In 5.0, Process Engine as a Java application (running in its own JVM)
– In 4.5 and earlier, Process Engine as stand-alone application
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What is a Workflow?

§ Definition of a workflow: “series of stages that a particular piece or type of work passes through from the beginning until it is 
finished”

§ In P8, a workflow is also a series of tasks, usually centered around a document or a case.
§ Such workflows first need to be defined by designing a map listing each steps and the flows between these steps.
§ At this point, a workflow instance can be launched, processed through the steps according to the defined flow, up to 

completion.
§ Each step is handled either by:

– a user who will update fields within a step processor before completing the step.
– the P8 server itself (system step).
– or through interaction with other applications (through API call, Component steps, WebServices calls, ...).

§
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Workflow and Work Items

§ For each concurrent piece of work in a workflow, we will have a work item.
§ A simple (sequential) workflow may require only one work item from beginning to end.
§ A more complex workflow will lead to several pieces of work being processed

simultaneously. In this case, for this one workflow, we will have several work items.
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Queues, Roster and Event Log

§ The workflow system uses:
– queues to organize the flow of work
– rosters to keep track of work in progress
– event logs to record each event occurring on workflows

§ Each step of the workflow corresponds to a queue:
– activity steps assigned to an individual (or workgroups) are

handled via the Inbox queue, or else linked to a work queue
– system queue (e.g. Conductor queue)
– component queue

§ Queues, rosters and event logs correspond to tables at the database
level. The 'config' command in 'vwtool' allows the link between the
table and the corresponding queue, roster, or event log to be seen.

§ Each work item corresponds to a row in a queue and another in a roster. When going from one step to the next, records 
usually move from the current queue to the next queue. But the roster record stays in the same roster for the life of the work 
item. 

§ Event log stores events recording the life of the workflow e.g. workflow created, step processed and terminated. What is 
recorded depends on the configured options.

§
§
§
§
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The life of a Workflow: define

§ In P8, Workflow Definition is created using Process Designer
§ For Case Manager, Case Builder enables workflows to be defined.

Process Designer is sometimes also needed for some specific implementation.
§ A workflow definition is generated. This is an XML file representing the workflow map(s) and details of each step. Such 

workflow definition is then stored in an ObjectStore as a document of class 'Workflow Definition'
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The life of a Workflow: launch

§ Transferring a workflow definition creates a representation of the workflow map in the workflow system.
For Case Manager, the transfer is automatically done as you define and deploy your solution.

§ We can use 'vwtool' and 'config' command to see the list of transferred workflow definitions (called Work Class)

§ At this point, we can launch an instance of the workflow. This is usually automatically done as a result of an event.
In P8, document creation can trigger a workflow launch via a workflow subscription. 
In Case Manager, tasks are started based on predefined criteria.

§ Once a workflow instance is launched,
we can find it in Process Administrator
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The life of a Workflow: process

§ At this point, the workflow is ready to be processed, going through each required step.
§ A workflow may lead to several pieces of work being processed simultaneously. In this case, for this one workflow, we will 

have several work items.
e.g. on a workflow split, we will have 2 (or more) work items, each one assigned to one user/queue. The system will also use 
another workitem to manage the collection point.

§ Using Process Administrator, we can search for Workflow or for Work Item.
§ All workitems part of the same workflow have the same F_WorkFlowNumber.

But each one has its own F_WobNum.
'Wob' stands for 'work object'. This is the same as work item.
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The life of a Workflow: terminate

§ A work item terminates when it reaches the end of its branch (i.e. no further step, collector step) or a Terminate Branch 
system step.

§ A workflow terminates when all work items have terminated or as a result of a Terminate Workflow system step.

§ Once terminated, there is no more record of the workflow (or work item) in the queues and rosters.
 

§ Only information remaining would be in the event log,
if such event logging is activated.
Each event (creation, dispatch, …) is recorded in
a table like this one.
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How to find and update a Workflow

§ Use Process Administrator.
§ Search using what you know about the workflow or work item:

– What queue is it in?
– When was it started (F_StartTime)?
– What is the workflow subject (F_Subject)?
– Who is it assigned to (F_BoundUser)?
– What is the value of the custom exposed datafield?

§ If you don't know the queue, search in the roster.
§ Search criteria available depends on whether you are searching

against roster, queue or event log.
§ You can also search on exposed field, i.e. system or data field

added to the queue or roster.
§ Once found, you can then lock the workflow or work item to be

able to update a field.
§ Note: if a workflow has several work items, updates at workflow

level are applied to all work items.
§ If event log is used, you can check workflow history in tracker.
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Event Log and pelog (vwlog)

§ Event Log - and corresponding database - table can become very large if not maintained.
§ Event history is needed for Process Tracker, Case Analyzer (Process Analyzer) or other auditing requirements.
§ If not needed, disable event logging option at isolated region level in ACCE → Object Store → Workflow System → 

Connections Points → select your connection point → Event Logging Options.
§ If using Event Log, set-up and use different event logs for different sets of workflows.
§ Use 'pelog' in P8 5.2 - or 'vwlog' in previous versions - to regularly purge events no longer needed.
§ Use options '-Terminated' and '-TimeOnly' introduced with 'pelog', rather than using legacy start/end time option (as 

previously defined with 'vwlog'). See details of 'pelog' usage at: 

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27036649

§ If using 'vwlog' don't forget to delete System Event (e.g. user login) using '-Z' option. See further 'vwlog' guidelines at:

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21384885

§ As Event Log table contains more rows, this impacts the performance of 'vwlog', especially when using '-T' option.
§ Check if the older events have a good reason to still be present.

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27036649
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21384885
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About Tracker Items

§ Tracker Items are used to track activity on a workflow.
§ A tracker item is itself a separate work item in Tracker(0)

queue.
§ Tracker item is not deleted automatically when the

corresponding workflow is completed.
§ Example on the right shows a live workflow with its

tracker item (F_Subject = 'WithTracker3').
The other workflow (F_Subject = 'WithTracker2') 
has been completed but the tracker item still exists.

§ Use Process Administrator, or 'pelog' (or 'vwlog' option -D) to delete tracker items.
Searching items in Tracker(0) queue shows if corresponding work item is completed.
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Troubleshooting

§ Logs:
– Overall P8 system logs: p8_server_error.log
– Process specific messages are in pesvr_system.log
– if trace enabled: pesvr_trace.log

§ Check basic system version and availability using ping page:
– P8 ping page: http://<server>:<port>/FileNet/Engine
– Process ping page: http://<server>:<port>/peengine/IOR/ping

● can use this to confirm 'Log File Location'.
● display the list of Process related threads (VWTime, ....).
● link to Component Manager logs and stats.

§ MustGather links:
– 5.2: http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21589938
– 5.0: http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21446755
– 4.5: http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21327304

§ Data Collector available to automatically collect a full set of logs and outputs: 
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21627110

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21589938
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21589938
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21327304
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21327304
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21627110
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21627110
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Handling workitems in conductor queue

§ When an error occurs on a workflow, it is sent to the malfunction map. By default, the work items go in the conductor queue.
§ Use Process Administrator to review and correct workflows in the conductor queue.

– search in Edit mode to be able to select the fields; F_LastErrorNumber, F_LastErrorText 
– or open in Process Tracker, for the current step → view information stack.

§ You can hover over the error message
to see the full message.

§ Depending on workflow logic, you may
be able to update the data field.

§ In this case, the problem is that
int2 is set to zero.
Set int2 to 10 and int3 to 2.
Then 'Complete Work'

§ Setting 'F_WFReminder' to 1 sends the
work item back to the step where the
exception occurred.
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Monitor 'vwtool> loadstatus'

§ Command 'loadstatus' in 'vwtool' displays RPC counters and error counters.
§ Full list described at : 

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSNW2F_5.2.1/com.ibm.p8.pe.vw.doc/bpfvl039.htm?lang=en
§ RPC counters can be used to define a base line for the system load. Such a base line can be used to compare with current 

load when investigating performance related behavior.
§ The error counters represent events that may happen, even on healthy systems, but should not be too frequent.
§ For example, a large number of 'Timer manager update errors' may indicate that some work items are left in a locked state.

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSNW2F_5.2.1/com.ibm.p8.pe.vw.doc/bpfvl039.htm?lang=en
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Process work item left in lock state

§ Work items can be left locked for various reasons e.g. application failure.
§ Such work items may stay locked forever – or until someone realizes that a workflow is not progressing as expected.
§ Deadlines will not process such work items, as the user may be using lock for a valid reason.
§ To find the locked work item, use Process Administrator to search queue with 'F_Locked = 1' or F_LockTime older than 

expected.

§ Check with the user or review the workflow in Process Tracker to confirm if the lock is needed.
§ Process Administrator allows you to override the lock. Also provides a feature to 'Unlock Work By Users/Queues'. 

§
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Looking for non terminating or blocked Workflow

§ It is possible that a workflow never terminates.
§ This could be part of the workflow design, but good practice, especially in a Case Manager system, is to limit the lifetime of a 

workflow.
§ In Process Administrator, search for old workflows, or work items inactive for a long period of time using criteria such as 

F_StartTime or F_EnqueueTime.

§ Use 'vwtool> convert' to get a timestamp value for a date.
§ Process Tracker can help you review whether the workflow is stuck in a dead end, or if this is still following a valid flow.
§ 'vwtool> count' may show queues with a continually increasing number, so you should check whether work items are being 

correctly processed from these queues. 
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Impact of LDAP changes

§ Process server in Content Platform Engine caches users from LDAP by storing user information into the workflow system 
database as environment records.

§ If users are removed from LDAP prior to reassigning the work items or security definitions associated with those users, the 
following behaviors might be encountered: 

– Orphaned work items
– Work items end up going to the malfunction submap
– Work items unable to proceed forward
– Timer work items will not process
– Administrators unable to administer security on queues or rosters

§  example of an error that is logged:
2014/08/07 10:39:43.524-0700 VWUserSync PESecondary2 DB=CLD6_TOS_DBCONN [Warning] Suspect user peuser1 is deleted from 
LDAP. Can't find either his shortname nor secondary key(s) in LDAP

§ TechNote describes “How to remove users from LDAP while limiting impact to Process service in Content Platform Engine?”
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21678829
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Tools: vwtool

§ vwtool : The vwtool utility is a command line-driven system support and administration program you can use to analyze and 
modify various components of a workflow system.

§ Main command :
– config: provides configuration information for current region
– count: shows number of work items in queues and rosters. Should have the same total for queues and rosters.
– environment: displays or reconciles user/group information.
– loadstatus: displays statistics on the load handled by the server. Also shows counter for some specific events: high 

number could be result of underlying issue.
– trace: shows trace server activity, usually used at the request of IBM support.
– wobquery: finds and displays details of a work item in queue or roster.
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Tools

§ ACCE (Administration Console for Content platform Engine): manages workflow systems, isolated regions, connection points 
and related configuration.

§ Process Configuration Console (PCC): manages global parameters, queues, rosters, event logs, application spaces. Note 
that many features are implemented in ACCE.

§ Process Administrator: finds (and edits) workflows, work items and events.
§ Process Tracker: visualizes workflow history, updates workflows.
§ pelog (vwlog): maintains Event Log.
§ vwmsg: shows or deletes web services messages that were not claimed by a work item by using a Receive system function.
§ peverify: verifies the integrity of the Process Engine Process Store. The tool should be run after a significant Process Engine 

operation has been performed, e.g. restore.
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27022275
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How does this apply to Case Manager?

§ Case Manager uses the same underlying workflow mechanism.
§ Defining and deploying a solution in Case Manager automatically takes care of workflow related actions such as:

– defining workflow definition and transfer
– defining queues

§ As a result, Case Manager is often used without accessing Process Designer or Process Configuration Console.

§ Process Administrator (available through ACCE) would still be used to find and review workflows.

§ Deleting a Case folder may leave an orphaned workflow. Correct steps to follow are described here:
http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSCTJ4_5.2.0/com.ibm.casemgmt.design.doc/acmta012.htm

http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSCTJ4_5.2.0/com.ibm.casemgmt.design.doc/acmta012.htm
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Questions
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Contact details

§ Damien Sinardet : damien.sinardet@ie.ibm.com
§ Do not hesitate to send me your comments or any further questions.
§ Any suggestions for further presentations would be welcome.

mailto:damien.sinardet@ie.ibm.com
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Legal

§ THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. 
WHILE EFFORTS WERE MADE TO VERIFY THE COMPLETENESS AND ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATION 
CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION, IT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED. IN ADDITION, THIS INFORMATION IS BASED ON IBM’S CURRENT PLANS AND STRATEGY, WHICH ARE 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE BY IBM WITHOUT NOTICE. IBM SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES ARISING 
OUT OF THE USE OF, OR OTHERWISE RELATED TO, THIS PRESENTATION OR ANY OTHER DOCUMENTATION, 
NOTHING CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION IS INTENDED TO NOR SHALL HAVE THE EFFECT OF CREATING ANY 
WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS FROM IBM (OR ITS SUPPLIERS OR LICENSORS), OR ALTERING THE TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS OF ANY AGREEMENT OR LICENSE GOVERNING THE USE OF IBM PRODUCT OR SOFTWARE.

§ Copyright and Trademark Information
§ IBM, The IBM Logo and IBM.COM are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions 

worldwide. Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM 
trademarks and others are available on the web under “Copyright and Trademark Information” located at 
www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.
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